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JOB DESCRIPTION 
Barstow Unified School District 

Warehouse Worker 

Purpose Statement 

The job of Warehouse Worker is done for the purpose/s of providing support to the educational 

process with specific responsibilities for warehouse operations; pulling and loading orders for 

delivery; ensuring specifications, quantity and quality of orders are correct; verifying stock and 

identifying losses; ensuring safe operation of vehicles; and maintaining an organized layout and 

safe work environment. 

 

This job reports to the Director - Purchasing 

 

Essential Functions 

 Assembles orders from stock for the purpose of meeting delivery requirements. 

 Catalogs all assets (e.g. mark and label store items, assign location and stock number, etc.) for the 

purpose of identifying and validating the physical presence of the asset. 

 Cleans warehouse for the purpose of maintaining a safe and sanitary work area. 

 Communicates with vendors for the purpose of obtaining quotes, availability of items, delivery 

schedules, resolving purchasing issues and/or ensuring purchases are within state and district 

requirements/regulations. 

 Conducts physical inventories for the purpose of verifying available stock, equipment and/or fixed 

assets, identifying losses and maintaining records of inventories and fixed assets. 

 Loads and unloads of items, supplies and/or equipment for the purpose of delivering services in a 

timely fashion. 

 Maintains manual and electronic files and records (e.g. loss, expenditures, history of utilization, 

schedules, calendars, requisitions, etc.) for the purpose of documenting activities and providing 

reliable resource information. 

 Maintains warehouse (e.g. plans, evaluates layout storage areas, designs shelf arrangement, etc.) for 

the purpose of providing for orderly storage areas and the overall efficiency of the warehousing  

operations. 

 Orders supplies for the purpose of maintaining store inventory and ensuring availability of required 

items. 

 Performs general clerical functions (e.g. scheduling, copying, faxing, inputting data, filing, etc.) for 

the purpose of supporting warehouse functions. 

 Prepares written materials (e.g. transfer forms, warehouse catalog, notes, memos, etc.) for the 

purpose of documenting activities, providing written reference, conveying information and/or 

complying with financial, legal and administrative requirements. 

 Prepares items for shipping and/or delivery (e.g. packages, staging, etc.) for the purpose of ensuring 

items timely arrival. 

 Processes documents and materials (e.g. order status, completed deliveries, current inventory, 

requisitions, purchase orders, etc.) for the purpose of updating and disseminating information, 

authorizing action and/or complying with mandated requirements. 
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 Receives and inspects stock and nonstock items for the purpose of ensuring specifications, quantity 

and quality of orders are correct and undamaged. 

 Reports incidents (e.g. fights, suspected child abuse, suspected substance abuse, inappropriate 

behaviors, etc.) for the purpose of maintaining personal safety of students, providing a positive 

learning environment and adhering to Education Code and school policies. 

 Researches discrepancies on orders and/or invoices (e.g. overages, shortages, duplicate deliveries, 

etc.) for the purpose of correcting errors and/or returning damaged/incorrect items to vendors. 

 Researches suppliers and/or new products for the purpose of ensuring compliance with budgetary 

guidelines. 

 Responds to inquiries from staff and vendors on various issues (e.g. item availability, delivery 

schedules, requisition process, etc.) for the purpose of providing requested information and/or 

referring to appropriate parties for follow-up. 

 Verifies orders for the purpose of ensuring deliveries are correct and items are not damaged. 

Other Functions 

 Performs other related duties, as assigned, for the purpose of ensuring the efficient and effective 

functioning of the work unit. 

Job Requirements:  Minimum Qualifications 

Skills, Knowledge and Abilities 

SKILLS are required to perform multiple tasks with a potential need to upgrade skills in order to 

meet changing job conditions. Specific skill based competencies required to satisfactorily perform 

the functions of the job include: adhering to safety practices; operating equipment and vehicles used 

in warehouse/delivery activities; preparing and maintaining accurate records; and operating standard 

office equipment including using pertinent software applications. 

KNOWLEDGE is required to perform basic math, including calculations using fractions, percents, 

and/or ratios; understand written procedures, write routine documents, and speak clearly; and solve 

practical problems.  Specific knowledge based competencies required to satisfactorily perform the 

functions of the job include: safety practices and procedures; and materials handling equipment and 

procedures; recordkeeping and record retention practices; and business telephone etiquette. 

ABILITY is required to schedule activities; gather, collate, and/or classify data; and use job-related 

equipment. Flexibility is required to work with others in a variety of circumstances; work with data 

utilizing defined and similar processes; and operate equipment using standardized methods. Ability 

is also required to work with a wide diversity of individuals; work with similar types of data; and 

utilize a variety of job-related equipment. Problem solving is required to identify issues and create 

action plans. Problem solving with data requires independent interpretation of guidelines; and 

problem solving with equipment is limited to moderate. Specific ability based competencies required 

to satisfactorily perform the functions of the job include: being attentive to detail; adapting to 

changing work priorities; meeting deadlines and schedules; communicating with diverse groups; 

organizing tasks; setting priorities; and working with frequent interruptions. 

Responsibility 

Responsibilities include: working under direct supervision using standardized procedures; providing 

information and/or advising others; operating within a defined budget. Utilization of some resources 

from other work units may be required to perform the job's functions. There is a continual opportunity 

to have some impact on the organization’s services. 
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Working Environment 

The usual and customary methods of performing the job's functions require the following physical 

demands: significant lifting, carrying, pushing, and/or pulling, frequent climbing and balancing, 

frequent stooping, kneeling, crouching, and/or crawling and significant fine finger dexterity. Generally 

the job requires 30% sitting, 50% walking, and 20% standing.  The job is performed under 

temperature extremes and under conditions with exposure to risk of injury and/or illness. 

Experience Job related experience is required. 

Education High school diploma or equivalent. 

Equivalency Any combination equivalent to:  Graduation from high school AND two (2) years 

increasingly responsible experience in a warehouse facility utilizing computers and 

softeware as they relate to warehouse functions. 

Required Testing Certificates 

Pre-Employment Proficiency Test 

 

Driver’s License & Evidence of Insurability 

Forklift Operators Certificate 

Man Lift Certificate 

 

Continuing Educ./Training Clearances 

Maintains Certificates and/or Licenses 

Safety Training 

 

Criminal Justice Fingerprint/Background 

Clearance 

TB Screen 

 

FLSA Status Approval Date Salary Range 

Non Exempt 5/22/2018 33 

 

 

 

 


